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Schoen is pretending courtroom "due process" must be followed--after meeting

with some of the jurors to plan strategy last night.

Schoen accuses Democrats of editing videos and taking comments out of contexts, after showing edited videos of

Democrats and taking their comments out of context. I guess he wanted us to know he knows what he's talking about.

Schoen is showing longer clips of Trump speeches. The additional footage doesn't help Trump's case, unless you're a racist

insurrectionist.

Yeah? Well what about YOUR whataboutism?

Schoen REALLY doesn't like Senator Warren.

It's because Trumpists love attacking Senator Warren.

Gee, it's almost like he thinks Senator Warren is being impeached.

Now we're being treated to a twelve-hour video of every time a Democrat said the word "fight".

Now they need to show every time a Democratic candidate cheered while people at their rallies stomped on newspeople, or

when their supporters ran busses off the road or invaded the Capitol building and killed cops after being told to "fight".

Now claiming the violence over last summer was BLM and "antifa", to scary music.

Schoen's arguments, "You objected to Trump doing X, but look you did it too!" are like, "Sure the murderer used a knife, but

look, here you are, using a knife to cut your steak!"

There is a logical fallacy called "tu quoque", which means, "you, too". 

 

"You can't accuse ME of X, when YOU'VE done X!!" 
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This isn't a defense (even in the few cases when it's honest). It is neither a denial nor a justification. It's deflection, done

when the accusation is true.

"This case is about political hatred... House Democrats HATE Donald Trump."

That's their defense.

Trump's lawyer saying we can't look at either the "meaning or implied intent" of Trump's words.

Apparently, we're supposed to see everything Trump says as meaningless noise.

Lawyer is arguing Trump's incitements to violence should be protected under the First Amendment.

No. The First Amendment defends citizens against laws restricting their speech.

It's NOT about protecting insurrection, nor protecting government officials.
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